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(ISC)2 Hong Kong Chapter
PISA’s SIG

W

e had a a formal inauguration ceremony of the (ISC)2 Hong Kong
Chapter at the SecureHK Conference on December 17, 2012, while
the announcement was made in July 2012.

With the efforts of the PISA executive
committee, our honorary advisors , veteran
members, and most importantly members’
supports, PISA was accepted by the (ISC)2
headquarters to host the (ISC)2 Hong Kong
Chapter, the only official local chapter in
Hong Kong.
It is striking that the small city of Hong Kong
has over 1000 certified security professionals.

They can now make use of this HK chapter
platform to share, collaborate, develop and to
contribute to the community.
PISA, the parent organization of this HK
chapter anticipated the challenge to take up
potentially a large number of new members
joining. However we are confident that with
your support we can make it again!

(ISC)2 Hong Kong Chapter Inauguration Ceremony.
From left: Antony Ma (Chair, CSA Hong Kong & Macau Chapter), Frank Chow (Chair, PISA), Charles Mok
(IT Legislative Councilor), Victor Lam (DGCIO, HKSAR Government), Freddy Tan (Chairman, (ISC)2),
Andy Ho (Chair, (ISC)2 HK Chapter), SC Leung (Chair, ISOC HK)
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A GLANCE OF DATA
PROTECTION AND PRIVACY
CHALLENGES AND DILEMMA

W

ith the rapid advancement of technological solutions
(telecommunication, mobile & storage), the maturity of
social media & big data technologies, people are changing the ways of
doing businesses and working.
Furthermore, the increasing interconnectivity of business systems, the growing amount of data handled
across businesses, the rising public awareness & concerns of data
privacy, all these pose challenges on how to protect/regulate the
business environments in order to reduce the risks of data breaches and
advanced targeted attacks.

Alan Ho
CISSP CISA CISM CGEIT
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Challenges and Dilemma

To cope with the challenges, businesses are required to meet
the tightening regulatory requirements and broadening
compliance coverage. However, while the increasing
efforts in the protection of data and privacy, there is also a
dilemma in making a right balance of data disclosure due to
public interests and monitoring (e.g. the proposal to restrict
access to personal information of company directors in
Hong Kong).

1.

Data Life Cycle

In general speaking, a piece of data will go through various
life cycle stages — Create, Store, Use, Share, Archive and
Destroy. Appropriate levels of data classifications, security
controls, policies and awareness trainings are necessary for
the various data life cycle stages.
Given both the changing technology (e.g. migration to cloud
environments, adoption of BYOD (Bring-Your-OwnDevice), etc) and business environments (e.g. business data
processing or transfer across locations & jurisdictions,
regulations of data processor/custodian/usage, etc),
organizations need to continuously review and upgrade the
corresponding data classifications, security measures,

policies, trainings, etc. to catch up the changing needs at the
different data life cycle stages.
For example, there are new regulatory requirements in
various jurisdictions e.g. regarding the (i) usage of personal
data for direct marketing in Hong Kong; (ii) outsourcing of
personal data processing in Hong Kong; (iii) transferring of
data across locations (in general, will be dependant if
similar levels of regulatory protections and security
measures are in place in the locations involved). All these
are relevant to one or more of the above data life cycle
stages.
This is important and requires both the continuous resources
support from senior management and the efforts in
hardening existing security measures and covering new
areas of changes.

2.

Roles in Data Handling

Different countries/organizations may use different
terminologies as well as definitions for data roles in their
regulations, laws or policies. Figure 1 shows the types of
data roles commonly seen.

Data Roles
Data subject

Descriptions
The individual who is the subject of the data

Data user

A person who, either alone or jointly or in common with other persons, controls the collection,
holding, processing or use of the data

Data owner

An individual or entity that holds managerial and financial accountable for a dataset and that
has legal ownership rights of a dataset, even if the dataset was collected by another party

Data processor

A person, public authority, agency or any other body which processes personal data on behalf
of the data controller

Data controller

A person who (either alone or jointly or in common with other persons) determines the
purposes for which and the manner in which any personal data are, or are to be, processed

Data custodian

The entity currently using or manipulating the data, and therefore, temporarily taking
responsibility for the data

Data administrator

A party responsible for maintaining an organization's data and establishing relationship
between authoritative data repositories
Figure 1
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In order to have effective security measures for data

3.

17

Technology Landscape

protection & privacy, it is important to have a clear
understanding and positioning of the organization's data role

There were tremendous changes in various facets of

(s) for different business processes. In addition,

technologies in both hardware and software in the past few

organizations need to have continuous review of

years.

organization's data role(s) against various regulatory

better performance, better functionality/services, lower

and compliance requirements so as to adjust or

costs, etc. However, at the same time, it may also

implement appropriate data protection & privacy

potentially open up new security threats and issues (See

measures.

examples in Figure 2.)

For example, in the Personal Data (Privacy) (Amendment)

From hackers' perspective, faster computing capabilities

Ordinance 2012 of Hong Kong, (i) data user(s) requires to

and technology advancement will make some attacks easier

get oral or written consent from data subjects before using

(e.g. brute-force attacks on password guessing). For

their personal data for direct marketing; (ii) additional

example, traditional user/password login is now becoming

security measures requirements for both data users and data

not secure enough. Websites dealing with sensitive

processors for outsourcing of personal data processing, etc.

personal data (e.g. online banking, email, social media, etc)

These have to be reviewed if there are impacts to existing

are now giving end users an additional factor of

security measures, etc.

authentication e.g. sending an one-time password to user's

Technologies
IPv6 networking

Technology advancement usually brings about

Potential risks
Existing logging systems may not work properly due to increased length of IPv6 address
SIEM (Security Information and Event Management) systems may not work properly since each
host can have multiple IPv6 addresses
Blacklist-based security protection for malicious websites is not ready yet, etc.

Cloud computing

Security issues due to multi-tenant and shared infrastructure
Compliance issues regarding where data that can physically reside as well as data retention
Application security issues for Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) applications
Legal ambiguities for liabilities/responsibilities, etc.

Web 2.0
programming

Application security concerns (e.g. cross-site scripting) regarding rich-content application
programming tools (e.g. AJAX, HTML5, etc)

Mobile / BYOD

Endpoint security management issues (including data loss protection, identity & access
management, malware protection, etc) that are critical to mobile & BYOD environments, etc.
Figure 2
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phone via SMS (Short Message Service). Also, there are

below basic principles. For example, the General Directive

more advanced and targeted attacks (e.g. APT (Advanced

of data protection laws of European Union is founded on the

Persistent Threat), SSL spoofing, etc) that hackers may use.

below 6 primary principles (see Figure 3)

To battle against new security threats, organizations

4.1

regularly need to review existing controls & policies and
then upgrade with strengthened security measures,

Examples of new laws/regulations or amendments

In the past few years, more countries and regulatory bodies
are implementing (or making amendments to) laws/

awareness training, improved policies and practices.

regulations related to data protection and privacy so as to
meet the changing needs in business and technology
environments. Below are some examples:

4.

Regulatory and Compliance
Hong Kong — Amendments of Personal Data (Privacy)

Different countries and regulatory bodies have different

Ordinances was effective from Oct 2012 to strengthen

implementations of laws/regulations for data protection &

the protection e.g. related to (i) usage of personal data

privacy requirements. They may have different coverage,

for direct marketing in Hong Kong; (ii) outsourcing of

definitions and focuses e.g. the definition/coverage of

personal data processing in Hong Kong, etc.

sensitive personal data, the types of data roles involved, the
Singapore — Singapore Parliament passed the Personal

target individuals/entities, the applicable industries/

Data Protection Act in Oct 2012 to safeguard an

businesses & details, etc.

individual's personal data against misuse. The Act
In general, data protection & privacy laws and regulations

applies to all organizations across the private sector, but

are covering the below or a variation/combination of the

does not cover the public sector which already has its

Principle

Description

Legitimacy

Personal data may only be processed for limited, legitimate purposes

Finality

Personal data may only be collected for specified, legitimate purposes and may not be further
processed for any incompatible purpose

Transparency

Data subjects must receive information about the processing of their personal data

Proportionality

Personal data must be relevant and not excessive in relation to the purpose for which they are
collected and processed

Confidentiality and
Security

Technical and organizational measures appropriate to the risks presented by the data processing
must be in place to ensure the confidentiality and security of personal data

Control

Data protection authorities must enforce data protection law
Figure 3
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own set of data protection rules with which all public
officers must comply. Personal Data Protection
Commission (PDPC) and Data Protection Advisory

17

published.
ISO 27001 (standard for an Information Security
Management System) — To cope with the changing

Committee respectively administer and advise the

technology landscape and adoption, the new 2013 draft

Personal Data Protection Act (PDPA) from 2 Jan 2013.

includes amendments (in Annex A) regarding cloud

Taiwan — Revising the Computer Processed Personal Data

controls. With the maturity and better clarity of cloud

Protection Act (1995), Taiwan approved the new

technologies, the cloud controls (e.g. in business

Personal Data Protection Act in 2010. The Act was in

contingency, compliance, etc) were amended in the

force from Oct 2012 with 2 controversial articles still

new 2013 draft.

pending (related to (i) collection/processing/use of
sensitive data e.g. criminal records; (ii) getting consent
for personal data acquired before the new Act). The
new Act is more comprehensive and is applicable to all

The regulatory and compliance requirements of different
countries, regulatory authorities and certification bodies are
changing. Organizations need to watch out new

government sectors, non-government sectors, and

changes in related regulatory and compliance

individuals.

requirements and then implement appropriate security

Data exports ("international

transmission") by private organizations ("non-public

measures and policies, etc. accordingly.

agencies") may be restricted, etc.
South Korea — South Korean government instated a new

4.2

Data disclosure

Personal Information Protection Act (PIPA) in Sep
2011. The new Act regulates the collection, usage, and

On one hands, there are requirements to protect sensitive

processing of all personal information and both

personal information. On the other hands, there are voices

employee and customer information are subject to the

for disclosure of sensitive personal data due to

same rules. The new Act is applicable to all industries.

consideration of public interests, public monitoring, etc.

Prior to this new Act, there were several different acts to

They are usually dilemmas in making a right balance of

govern different sectors.

what to disclose, how to disclose and at what levels of
details, etc. Below are some examples:

PCI DSS (Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard)
— To cope with the changing technology landscape and
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Proposal to restrict access to personal information of

adoption, PCI Security Standards Council published

company directors in Hong Kong — Currently, home

additional guidelines to cover new technology areas so

addresses and ID card or passport numbers of directors

as maintain proper PCI DSS controls. In Jun 2011, PCI

can be publicly accessed in the Company Registry

DSS Virtualization Guidelines were published. In Feb

with a fee. These information are useful in

2013, PCI DSS Cloud Computing Guidelines were

identifying or verifying a director or his assets if he/
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she may be involved in some fraudulent businesses or

The security measures and policies in place today may not

activities.

be sufficient due to changing technologies, changing

If the access was restricted, it will impact

to public monitoring and interests.
Centralized Credit Database in Hong Kong — With the
Code of Practice on Consumer Credit Data issued by
Privacy Commissioner for Personal Data was effective
from Nov 1998, credit reference agencies (CRA) may
collect credit data about an individual. The objective
was to minimize risks due to rising trend in personal

regulatory & compliance requirements, changing business
processes and counterparts, etc. To cope with the changes,
organizations require continuous support from senior
management and efforts in updating the security measures
& policies for data protection and privacy.

These are

ongoing obligations as well as survival needs to sustain the
businesses.

bankruptcy and consumer debt after the 1997 financial

Luckily, with advancement in technology, organizations can

crisis. Initially, the coverage was limited to negative

also leverage on new or better solutions for more effective

credit data. There were major revision in 2003 to cover

security management and monitoring e.g. comprehensive &

some positive credit data (e.g. non-defaulting credit

content-aware data loss protection solutions, mobile device

card limits, loan details). It was further revised in 2011

management solutions, identity & access management

e.g. regarding positive/negative mortgage data, etc.

solutions (integrated, cross-platforms including cloud), etc.
While there are trends in tightening the data protection &
privacy requirements, there are also voices for data

5.

Conclusion

Data protection and privacy issues are complicated. The
scopes, definitions, application areas and details are

disclosure due to public interests and monitoring. These
are controversial and not easy to make a right balance for
stakeholders.

different across jurisdictions, regulatory bodies, etc.
Businesses and systems handling sensitive personal data (in
the scope) are required to have appropriate measures and
governance on data protection & privacy in various stages
of the data lifecycle.
Copyright &
Disclaimer

Alan Ho 

Copyright owned by the
author. This article is the views
of the author and does not
necessarily reflect the opinion
of PISA
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INTERNET GOVERNANCE
AND INTERNET FREEDOM
- HAS THE RED ALERT BEEN RAISED?

A

stone was thrown in Dubai in
December 2012, starting a ripple
of impacts to the governance of the Internet. The
ripple will reach us latest by 1 Jan 2015.

SC Leung
CISSP CISA CBCP
Program Committee
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security and anti-spam issues
3.

Permitting member states to impose restrictions on
the routing of Internet traffic and collect subscriber
identity information

These proposals raised controversy on the openness and
freedom of the Internet, tried to change the underlying
infrastructure of the Internet. The ITU expansion could
seriously impact the current Internet governance model and
might undermine other ongoing efforts by institutions better
suited to Internet governance and security.
The

International

discussed

and

Telecommunication
passed

the

new

Union

(ITU)

International

Telecommunication Regulations (ITR) in the World

Internet Governance Model

Conference on International Telecommunications (WCIT2012). This has far-reaching impact on Internet governance

The Internet population has exceeded 2 billion. The Internet

and Internet freedom, and the balance of cyber security.

is

a

globally

distributed

network,

including

many

voluntarily interconnected networks. It does not have a
ITU is an international telecommunications standard body
with member states representing the governments of various
countries. The previous amendment of the International
Telecommunications Regulations (ITR) dated back to year
1988. So ITR is failing to keep up with the times (for
example, the development of the mobile communications)
and an amendment is inevitable.

central governing body. The governance model has a
decentralized and multi-stakeholder characteristic. Internet
Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers (ICANN)
oversees the assignment of globally domain names, IP
addresses, transport application port numbers. The Internet
Engineering Task Force (IETF) develops and promotes
Internet standards. The Internet Governance Forum (IGF)

The Dubai meeting became a hotspot because some member

provides a platform for non-binding conversation among

states tabled very controversial proposals. They include:

multiple

stakeholders

about

the

future

of

Internet

governance. (See Figure 1)
1.

Extending

ITU’s

regulatory

authority

from

telecommunication to include the Internet. Some

In network security and anti-abuse area, the IETF and the

African member states even proposed to expand

Messaging Anti-Abuse Working Group (MAAWG) are

further to anything relating “ICT”.

responsible for the network security policy, the formulation
of safety standards and best practice, and to respond to the

2.
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Figure 1. How Internet Governance Works?,

Source: ICANN

Global Computer Emergency Response Team Coordination

resources.

Organization Forum (FIRST) and Asia Pacific Computer

organizations participated. In addition, ICANN established

Emergency Response Team (APCERT) and other regional

Conficker Working Group to tackle the problem of the

CERT organizations provide collaboration platform for

Conficker botnet. This working group has participation of

CERT of various economies, institutions concerning

governments but they did not take leadership nor intervene

network security and service providers to coordinate

the process.

Governments

network security incidents and to prevent abuse of network
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The governance of the Internet is a multi-stakeholder model,
including civil society, the private sector, academic and
research

institutions,

government

and

international

Formation of Two Camps in the Dubai
Meeting

organizations. In their respective roles, these organizations

The Dubai meeting is akin to the Cold War. One camp

work together in the public interest to create shared policies

included Russia, China, some Arab and African countries

and standards, maintain Internet global interoperability. The

who proposed to regulate the Internet. The other camp

governments do not dominate and the meeting is open to the

including United States, Canada, EU countries and their

public in a free, open, mutually trusted and more democratic

allies insisted to maintain a multi-stakeholder governance

way.

model for open and free Internet. The two camps stalled in a

On the other hand, ITU is a national government centric

tug-of-war.

model, with member states negotiating national interests

In the eve of the meeting, several Internet organizations,

through closed-door meetings. The transparency is low and

human rights organizations and global network providers

there is little involvement of the civil society. Applying the

rallied together to oppose the proposal of the ITU regulating

ITU mode of operation will introduce more influence due to

the Internet. Google launched a petition with Vint Cerf, one

national politics to the Internet. This is incompatible to the

of the Fathers of the Internet as an advocate of the

existing multi-stakeholder governance model.

movement. The petition was signed by more than one
million Internet users. Many signatories were from
developed countries, but citizens from developing countries
(including China) also participated in the petition.[1]
Currently the petition accumulated to over 3 million people.

Figure 2. #freeandopen Petitioners Distribution (http://www.freeandopenweb.com)
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(Figure 2).

3.
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Expansion of regulation scope to the Internet
The final proposal have this on paper. To address the
concerns on Internet freedom, the Preamble of the
final proposal had added “Member States affirm their
commitment to implement these Regulations in a
manner that respects and upholds their human rights
obligations.” However, in other provisions of the
ITR, the phrase "subject to national law" is
commonly used to empower member state to take
actions. The ITR did not deal with the priority when
“human rights obligations” and “state law” are in
conflict. Moreover, there was no definition of
“human rights obligations” and they are not
referenced to the “The Universal Declaration of
Human Rights” or the “International Covenant on
Civil and Political Rights”. This leaves a lot of room

The Final Acts
After wrestling through several rounds of negotiations, the
Dubai meeting came to the following results:
1.

Internet traffic route control proposal
Because IP network is to designed to determine the
optimal route to reach the destination autonomously,
the implementation of route control is impractical.
Furthermore it violates the liberalization of the
telecommunications market in which carriers set up
commercial agreements on routing to maximize

for Member States to interpret.
4.

Addressing cyber security and anti-spam
The final proposal added articles “5A Security and
robustness of networks” and “5B Unsolicited Bulk
electronic communications". To address the concerns
about misuse of network security and anti-spam to
violate right of expression, Article 1 added “These
Regulations do not address the content-related
aspects of telecommunication.” to balance. However,
“Unsolicited bulk electronic communication" actually
involves content of communications.

effectiveness and minimize cost. This proposal was
struck off.
2.

Expansion of regulation scope to ICT

It was reported that Russia and other countries have given

Because the definition is too vague and the impact

up some sensitive topics in the Dubai meeting, had been

too far reaching, it was rejected.

willing to revise the proposed wording to make them easier
to pass. ITU also tried the open portion of the meeting to
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Figure 3. Signatories of the Final Acts: 89 (in green)
non-governmental personnel to attend.
However, once the door to regulate Internet is opened, no
one can control if member states revert to the sensitive issue

voting., 89 countries including China, Russia, Turkey,
Indonesia, Singapore, Brazil, Nigeria, Saudi Arabia voted to
pass the new ITR.

in the future. ITU also did not commit to change its mode of

The Chairman then announced the new regulations with

governance permanently. So, even after the above changes,

effect on January 1, 2015.[2] Some member states shall

the camp led by the United States (including Canada, the

reply after consultation with the government. But eventually

United Kingdom, Australia, New Zealand, Japan, Italy, the

most EU countries would refuse to sign, making as many as

Netherlands, Denmark, Sweden, the Czech Republic, etc.)

55 countries non-signatories of the new regulations. [3]

contended that the revised ITR draft still gave member

(Figure 3)

states too much freedom to justify the behaviors that
damage the free flow of information, and the destruction of
the multi-stakeholder model of Internet governance. They
refused to sign.
Stalled in the debate, the Chairman of meeting resorted to
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regulation to include the Internet, opened a door for heavier
regulation in the future, increasing the uncertainties in

17

increased government control would inhibit the
growth of the Internet and/or stifle innovation.

Internet governance. Secondly, ITU was originally a venue
to discuss telecommunications development, open markets
and charging platform. After the Dubai meeting, it will
become the venue for contention of ideology, with member
states splitting into camps like in the UN Security Council.
Thirdly, ITU changed its decision process from consensus
building to majority voting in the Dubai meeting. Will ITU
adopt similar approach in the future?
Internet Society published the report of “Global Internet
User Survey 2012” [4]. The survey interviewed more than
10,000 people in 20 countries around the world on their
usage, attitudes and behavior towards the Internet. Some of
the data worth our attention, indicating people are extremely

some governments are wary of the power of the Internet and
want to suppress the oppositional voice on the Internet.
Some other countries who want to strengthen enforcement
to combat cyber crime, may also want to have heavier
regulation on the Internet.
On the other hand, US, Europe and many countries who
largely relies on the Internet in terms of political, social and
economic life and innovation take a very different approach.
They are very clear to safeguard Internet freedom and multistakeholders governance mode.

concerned very much about Internet freedom and do not

The European Union published the Cyber Security

want too much government intervention:

Strategy in February 2013 [5]. The strategy outlines the

●

●

●

●

●

●
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Having experienced Arab Spring democratic movement,

83% of respondents agreed or agreed strongly that
access to the Internet should be considered a basic
human right.
89% agreed or agreed strongly that Internet access
allows freedom of expression on all subjects, and
86% agreed or agreed strongly that freedom of
expression should be guaranteed.
60% of respondents agreed or agreed strongly that
Internet access has contributed significantly to civil
action and political awareness in their country.
66% of respondents agreed or agreed strongly that
governments in countries with no Internet censorship
have a responsibility to prevent Internet censorship in
countries where the Internet is being censored.

vision and principles on applying the EU core values and
fundamental rights in cyberspace. Human Rights should
also apply online and we will promote cyberspace as an area
of freedom and fundamental rights. Expanding access to the
Internet should promote democratic reform worldwide. The
EU believes that increased global connectivity should not be
accompanied by censorship or mass surveillance.
The ideologies of the two camps on Internet governance
poles apart. Superimposing on the conflicts in ideologies
and interest between the states. Will it cause Internet to be
fragmented; threaten the openness, freedom, integrity and
sharing of the Internet; impact the multi-stakeholder Internet

More than 70% of users agreed or agreed strongly
that more government involvement would make the
Internet too controlled or would limit content they
can access.

Hong Kong is a special administrative region of China and

More than two-thirds agreed or agreed strongly that

implements one country, two systems. China is a signatory

governance model?
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Internet Governance and Internet Freedom
- Has the Red Alert been raised?

state of the new ITR. Will the government launch a new Internet policy in 2015? Whether you are Internet
users, media, businesses with online presence, online service providers, network management or
information security practitioners, this issues matters to you.
Clearly, different state governments are preparing for the next action to meet the future challenge. I
believe that the shock wave of ITR may arrive well before year 2015.

SC Leung 
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S

ecurity-Enhanced Linux (SELinux) has been
included in Red Hat Enterprise Linux (RHEL)
since RHEL 4 which was about 8 years ago. SELinux
provides some very good security features that system
administrators should not miss.
Many system administrators find SELinux very hard to use
but this is not so any more. The author tries to explain how
SELinux is easy to use in a practical way.

George Chung
CISSP CISM CISA
Program Committee
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Why SELinux?
What does SELinux provide to enhance our system security? Basically SELinux provides another layer of access control in the
OS. Traditionally we have file-based permission access control. Processes with root privilege can do everything. Processes with
other user privileges can access the files based on the file permission. There is a big disadvantage of this model is that when a
process with root privilege is cracked, the whole system is owned by the cracker. The cracker could do anything he/she wants in
the system.
SELinux makes a difference by defining a policy to restrict what can be done by a process. Even a process with root
privilege is cracked, the damage is limited to what SELinux policy allows it to do. For instance, if a mail server with root
privilege is cracked and SELinux is enabled, cracked mail server could only modify mail server data. It could not modify other
files such as /etc/shadow or web site data or system logs. So the damage is confined. The system could still be trusted in some
extent such as system logs. SELinux also can block execution of writable memory such as buffer overflow which is often used
by crackers to crack a system.
When SELinux is enabled, there are two layers of access controls. One is traditional access control which is based on file
permission. Another is SELinux policy which is based on labels. SELinux doesn’t replace traditional access control. SELinux
policy could not be changed by a confined process. With RHEL default installation, a lot of services are confined in SELinux
policy. SELinux policy is complicated. Usually we don’t need to know the details about the policy. Red Hat does a good job in
maintaining the policy. There could be mistakes in the policy so Red Hat provides security updates on the policy. We just need
to keep our installed packages updated. If we follow Red Hat’s convention to set up our servers, we may even unaware SELinux
is running.

Turning on SELinux
SELinux is turned on by default with targeted policy. To make our life easier, the following additional packages should be
installed: policycoreutils, libselinux-utils,libselinux-python, setroubleshoot-server, setools-console and policycoreutils-python.
This command will install the packages and the required dependent packages:
yum install policycoreutils libselinux-utils
server setools-console policycoreutils-python

libselinux-python

To check if SELinux is enabled, use the “sestatus” or “getenforce” commands.
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Both commands should show SELinux is enforcing. If it is not, edit /etc/sysconfig/selinux.

Make sure SELINUX=enforcing. Create an empty file in /.autorelabel by “touch /.autorelabel”, then reboot the machine.
After reboot, SELinux will be enabled and default file labels will be resumed to all files. Before continuing to configure
SELInux, syslogd and auditd should be running. These two daemons help in trouble-shooting SELinux permission problem.
The following command will trigger a SELinux permission problem.

When auditd is running, SELinux permission denial message will be logged in /var/log/audit/audit.log.

Troubleshooting SELinux
Since setroubleshoot-server package is installed, it will provide suggestion on solving the problem. After running sealert,
detailed procedures on solving the problem are suggested.

When everything goes right, there should be no SELinux permission problem. When it comes, it is very likely meaning an
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attack succeeds in some extent. So the warning provided in /var/log/message could be treated as an intrusion detection
mechanism. To make it easier to detect SELinux permission problem, setroubleshoot-server can be set to mail the permission
problem to some users. Adding the email recipients in /var/lib/setroubleshoot/email_alert_recipients will do the job. The
author highly recommends enabling the email alert for intrusion detection.

Configuring SELinux Policies
SELinux uses labels to build the policy. Each process will have a process type. In the following example, httpd has a httpd_t
type. The magic “Z” parameter shows the SELinux type. It could be use with ls to show file type. When target policy is used,
system_u, system_r and s0 could be ignored. They are not used in targeted policy.

Every file in the system will have a SELinux type. Files in /var/www/html will have a httpd_sys_content_t type. Targeted
policy defines what httpd_t process can do to httpd_sys_content_t file type. The following command shows what policy is
allowed for httpd_t process to access httpd_sys_content_t file type.

For processes running as unconfined_t type, they almost have no restriction on what could be done. For those process,
SELinux permission could be ignored. Targeted policy has no restriction on unconfined_t process. The following shows a root
user logined with ssh has a unconfined_t type.

Let’s assume we are going to run an Apache web server with php and mysql database. The web server port is 8888 and the web
site content is placed in /website. After configuring httpd configuration file for port 8888 and document root to be /website,
httpd is restarted.
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SELinux doesn’t allow httpd to bind tcp port 8888.

Sealert suggests adding port 8888 to http_port_t. After issuing the following “semanage” command, httpd could be started.
semanage port -a -t http_port_t -p tcp 8888
A permission denial message is shown when accessing the index.html file in document root by a browser. Sealert suggests
adding /website/index.html file to httpd_sys_content_t file type by this “semanage” command.
It would be wiser to make the httpd_sys_content_t file type at /website. Any file created under /website will inherit the file
type of the parent directory. So that we don’t need to add httpd_sys_content_t file type to individual file under /website. The
command “semanage fcontext -a -t httpd_sys_content_t "/website(/.*)?"“ will mark the file
type for /website files in the SELinux configuration file. The actual file type setting could be done by the command
“restorecon -Rv /website” command which tells SELinux to restore the file type defined in SELinux configuration
recursively.

After that that, the index file could be accessed by browser. When a file is created in a directory, the SELinux file type will
follow the parent directory. When a file is moved from other directory, the SELinux file type is remained the same as that
before file move. So restorecon command is good to restore predefined file type.
When a php script tries to send an email, the action will be denied. Sealert will suggest turning on httpd_can_sendmail
Boolean. Booleans allows turning on or off some SELinux policy. The following command shows the default Booleans for
httpd.
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To let httpd to send mail, type “/usr/sbin/setsebool -P httpd_can_sendmail=on”. –P flag will make the setting permanent even
after reboot. After that, the php script can send email. Other flags may also be turned on to allow some actions.
httpd_can_network_connect_db Boolean should be turned on when php script connects to database server by network.

Conclusion
The above are almost everything we need to know in order to live with SELinux. It is easy. SELinux policy is complicated.
There are more than 550,000 rules in the targeted policy. However, we don’t need to know every rule in order to enjoy the
benefit provided by SELinux. The author recommends turning on SELinux whenever possible.

George Chung ■
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Book Review:

PISA

IT Security

Metrics
Part 2

I

n the previous PISA magazine, I
wrote the first part of the book
review of “IT Security Metrics”
by Lance Hayden. In this article I will
describe the remaining six chapters.

Henry Ng
CISSP-ISSAP CISA
Program Committee
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Chapters 7 to 10 together form Part III of the book which
covers practical examples of how Security Measurement
Projects (SMP) work. Chapter 7 describes measuring
security operations. Chapter 8 talks about measuring
compliance and conformance. Chapter 9 covers security cost
and value measurement, and finally Chapter 10 is about
people, organizations and culture.

SMP example is to compare the security events of four data
centers in order to determine how to allocate resources for
better protection. A one-way ANalysis Of VAriance
(ANOVA) test is introduced to compare the mean events of
the four data centers to determine whether they are different
beyond a specific degree of certainty. The eventual analysis
concludes that the four data centers face different security
environmental challenges and that these differences should

Title:
IT Security Metrics
Author:
Lance Hayden, PhD CISSP CISM
Publisher:
McGraw-Hill Osborne Media
Publishing Date:
1 edition (June 21, 2010)
ISBN-13:
978-0071713405

Chapter 7
Lance cites a measurement project to compare the
remediation priorities for internal servers from two security
teams. The data related to security vulnerabilities of servers
managed by the two teams are gathered and analyzed. Just by
looking at the ratio of vulnerable servers and averaging
CVSS scores, you can’t tell which team performs better. But
by counting the actual vulnerabilities allowed on each team’s
servers, one team clearly outperforms the other. Another
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be considered when allocating security resources and budget.
I personally find the list of operational IT security metrics
quoted at the beginning of this chapter very useful. This
metrics list can be used as a starting point for organizations
who are interested in measuring their security operational
effectiveness.
Compliance is becoming a major driver within IT security.
Organizations are often faced with the challenges of meeting
multiple compliance requirements such as SOX, PCI-DSS
and HIPAA.
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Chapter 8

Chapter 10

Lance introduces the concept of having a Common
Compliance Framework (CCF) with the goal of reducing
the overall costs of meeting multiple compliance
requirements. A CCF can be created by one of three
strategies: normative control mapping, transitive control
mapping or granular control mapping. If you are facing
multiple compliance requirements, adopting one of these
strategies to create a CCF can certainly help you understand
where the common requirements are in order to reduce
duplicated compliance effort. The second SMP example
mentioned in this chapter is about analyzing the readability
of security policy documents. A security policy is only
effective if it can be effectively understood by employees.
But how often have we seen security policies with lengthy,
repetitive, and difficult to comprehend clauses (including
this article)! Lance suggests various readability assessment
techniques such as the Flesch ease score which can be used to
measure the readability of a security policy. As a consultant
who has helped companies develop security policies, I find
these tools very informative.

Chapter 10 attempts to stimulate readers with thoughts about
measuring people, organizations and culture. One has to
admit this can be the most difficult area because people,
organizations and culture seem to be too conceptual to be
measurable. Having said that, Lance elaborates on how these
challenges can be overcome with two interesting examples.
The first one is how an organization measures the security
orientation of multiple departments. A set of metrics are
derived to measure and compare the security orientation of
information assets and information behaviors of four
departments. By measuring the perception of the
departmental stakeholders, a CISO can develop effective
strategies for promoting IT security as an enabler and a
partner of these departments. The other example is analyzing
the culture and employee behavior if a company continues to
suffer from tailgating problems. After using ethnography and
narrative analysis, the conclusion is that it is difficult to
prevent tailgating within this company. Hence, project team
members understand where their efforts could be impactful
and where they are likely to be less effective.

Chapter 9

Chapter 11 and 12

Chapter 9 moves into examples of SMP to measure costs.
Isn’t it a really daunting challenge for security professionals
to justify to the top management the right amount of budget
to spend on IT security? The first practical example Lance
uses to illustrate the issues is about the analytics behind
justifying a security person headcount to handle on-going
data breach incidents. Another example is measuring the cost
benefits of outsourcing security incidents given the
collection of historical data of monthly security incident
resource efforts. The final example is measuring the cost
behind patch management processes. Business process
analysis modeling techniques can be used to analyze the
costs and constraints of individual process activities
statistically and to identify areas for improvements and
increased efficiency. I find all three examples insightful,
adding to the fact that I also learned two statistical models in
this chapter: the Poisson distribution and Monte Carlo
simulation.

The last two chapters of the book talk about Security
Improvement Programs and on-going learning to improve
security measurement. Many practical examples of SMP are
described in chapters 7 to 10. But SMP only gives you the
empirical data and measurement results. How can you
interpret their real meanings to improve security? Security
Improvement Program (SIP) aims to link up individual
tactical measurement projects so as to derive strategic goals
to improve security. To my understanding, SIP is merely a
program with a set of specific improvement objectives to
manage multiple security measurement projects each of
which should provide specific metrics of measurements. By
gathering data across multiple SMPs, a SIP can give
management a broader view of the current security posture in
order to determine whether the set objectives are being met
or not. I found this chapter difficult to digest, not only
because SIP is a program-level conceptual implementation
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but also because Lance describes quite a bit about how to
execute a program such as SIP. Reading this chapter requires
shifting your thoughts from the previous chapters about
practical SMP examples to thinking about conceptual
implementation of a SIP.
It is not easy to define the right sets of security metrics in the
first place. On-going learning is required from previous
measurement experience. In the last chapter, Lance offers
different perspectives on how companies can apply IT
security measurement and manage the process for continuous
improvement. Three examples of organizational learning are
described here: ISO/IEC 27004, ‘experience factory’
developed by Basili, and the concept of ‘mindfulness’ in a
high-reliability organization.

Conclusion
This is the first book I have read about security metrics. I
have to admit my eyes were opened by the examples and
techniques Lance has covered in the book. The book is
however not one of those straight-forward techie books. It
does require a bit of your concentration to digest the concepts
in order to think about applicability to your work
environment. Security metrics and measurement are pretty
new concepts. I hope we will all learn and share more so that
we can eventually develop an industrial norm to measure and
compare the security postures of different organizations.

Henry Ng ■
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“ NFC in Practice Seminar cum Workshop”

Background photo modified from
http://www.thenoisecast.com/2011/03/verifone-said-to-include-nfc-in-all-new-payment-systems/
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N

ear Field Communication (NFC) technology has been around for
10 years, but there has been not much market growth and
consumer use until 2012. NFC started to break out of its shell and there was
around 100 million NFC-enabled devices shipped, with most of the devices are
smartphones. NFC’s consumer use has also become more common than before,
like payment in supermarkets, fast food chains, conventional stores, Smart TV,
speaker, hotel door key, attendance in school, etc. This article describes the 3W
about NFC – WHAT, WHY & HOW.

Introduction

NFC applications in Hong Kong

Before London Olympics last year, there was a series of
advertisements in Hong Kong promoting Samsung Galaxy S3
(Figure 1), and probably many of you still remember the
following picture shown no matter in TV or other media. It

Recently, more and more companies in Hong Kong started to
make use of NFC to promote their products. Were you aware
of many people taking photos in the MTR stations, but they
were not taking photos for people, but for the advertising

showed people can allow data exchange when touching their

Light Boxes? Actually there was an event named 狂拍·潮獎

devices with another device, and probably some people

offered as one of the advertisement packages by JCDecaux,

started to learn about the NFC and its “convenience” since

the largest outdoor advertising corporation in Hong Kong and

then.

in the world, to promote the products of OSIM and SK-II

Figure 1
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(Figure 2.) Passengers can make use of the NFC feature of

a new SIM card will also allow its users to settle payment for

their smartphones to scan the smartporters to accumulate the

online purchases, made either through the phone or by

e-coins for getting the products of the two brands. Do you

connecting the phone to a computer.

think when the people scanned the smartposters; did they
consider that if any hackers have modified the smartposters
so as to inject any malicious command or malware in their
smartphones?
In Hong Kong people have already been familiar with using
Octopus Cards not only for transportation, but also for

Over the world, the NFC application in the daily life has been
widely adopted.

payments in supermarkets, fast food chains, conventional

Nokia executive Chris Weber has previously demonstrated

stores, etc. They have quite positive views towards payment

how to receive business cards by a Nokia smartphone using

with NFC.

NFC. Latest Smart TV like LG BP730 and speaker like

For that reason, many major banks and mobile operators in
Hong Kong are launching NFC in 2013.
HSBC cardholder can turn an iPhone into a credit card
payment device with a phone sleeve, which is enabled with
NFC technology.

Sony SRS-BTX500 also include the NFC feature for data
transfer.
In Singapore, under the leading of Infocomm Development
Authority (IDA), the national NFC service has already gone
live in August 2012. Singapore's three mobile network
operators, SingTel, M1 and StarHub, together with the

Hang Seng Bank has announced it is working with network

transportation card issuer EZ-Link, DBS Bank and Citibank

operator PCCW Mobile, as well as MasterCard and Samsung

are offering NFC services to their customers. All three

to introduce NFC payments in Hong Kong during the first

carriers are enabling customers to store an EZ-Link prepaid

half of 2013.

card account on their NFC phones. This can be used to pay

Joint Electronic Teller Services Limited (Jetco) is also
working with VISA and MasterCard on NFC, while Citibank
is also said to be working on a deal with Hutchison
Whampoa and its mobile network operator 3 Hong Kong to
apply the technology on Android and iPhone smartphones.
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NFC applications outside Hong Kong

for goods and services at more than 20,000 merchants in
Singapore, including taxis, supermarkets and fast food
chains.
What is Hong Kong’s response?
Hong Kong Monetary Authority (HKMA) has announced

Octopus Cards said it is also working with several mobile

plans to implement a series of retail payment initiatives, and

operators in Hong Kong to launch a SIM card (which

will be acting as the governing role, instead of as the leading

identifies a subscriber to a mobile-phone service) that will

role as in Singapore. In end March 2013, Peter Pang, deputy

allow a phone to act as an Octopus card. By the end of 2013,

chief executive of HKMA said that HKMA will work with
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the industry to promote a fully interoperable and versatile
platform to enable Hong Kong to enter into a new era of
diversified retail payments. HKMA will also form a working
group, under the auspices of the Hong Kong Association of
Banks, to create a set of standards for the introduction of
NFC payments in Hong Kong.

even your personal boarding check and so on.
NFC and Bluetooth share several features, both being forms
of wireless communication between devices over short
distances. NFC is limited to a distance of approximately four
centimeters (~4cm) while Bluetooth can reach over 10
meters (10m).
The close proximity that devices connected using NFC must
be in touch with each other actually proves useful in crowded

NFC Definition

locations (e.g., MTR gate) to prevent interference caused

Having talked so much about NFC application, what is NFC?

when other devices are present and trying to communicate.

NFC is a set of standards based on existing radio-frequency

Bluetooth may have trouble dealing with interference when

identification (RFID) technology that enables devices

trying to send signals between two devices, especially when

exchange information within very short distance (usually few

several other devices are in close proximity.

centimeters). There are two kinds of NFC devices, active and
passive. A passive NFC device, such as NFC tags, contains
information that active devices can read. An active NFC
device, besides collecting information from those tags, is
able to share and exchange information with another active
device by holding the devices back-to-back.
Since the very popular Samsung Galaxy S3 and HTC One X,
many latest mobile devices like the business tablet HP
ElitePad 900, HTC Windows Phone 8X, Samsung ATIV S,
Nokia Lumia 920, BlackBerry Porsche Design P'9981, and
Samsung Galaxy S4 have NFC built-in.

Another benefit of NFC comes in its ease of use. Bluetooth
requires users to manually set up connections between
smartphones and takes several seconds. NFC connects
automatically in a fraction of a second, so fast it seems
instantaneous.
NFC is much more environment-friendly and flexible
comparing to QR Code, another very hot channel of mobile
communication today. When one would like to change the
information stored in the tag, one can easily overwrite it to
create a new tag, rather than reprint a new QR Code.

Hong Kong is the pioneer and one of the most successful
examples of wireless payment. Octopus card now has
several million transactions every day. But now, with more
and more mobile devices embedded with NFC, the whole
industry is moving towards the next stage. Besides all those
functions of Octopus card, NFC enabled handset could also
be used as cash, credit cards and debit cards, movie tickets,
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NFC Security Issues
As mentioned in previous section, the idea is to have mobile
device with NFC-built in to replace our credit card or debit
card in the future. But it does pose a great risk if not secured
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properly. NFC was claimed to be secured, because for a

●

Harden the Operating System

transaction it needs to be few centimeters away, so that

●

Ignore the SmartPoster toggle ‘act’

●

Configure device to reconfirm URL before browsing

●

Use Encryption

●

Turn on/off NFC feature in a quick and convenient way,

makes it hard to intercept by a criminal.
Is it true?
In the Black Hat Conference last year, Charlie Miller has

e.g. using a button

already showed how he can hack a NFC-enabled device and
could gain control of the device’s browser and visit any
website or look at files stored locally. One of the big issues
for NFC to work the screen must be on and device unlocked.

Tips for NFC

People who tend to place their phones in their pocket without

Apart from waiting the vendors to implement the above

hitting the power button to lock might need to be careful.

measurements, below please find some tips for NFC.

Imagine having one’s device in pocket (unlocked), anyone
then could just stand beside you with their NFC device in

●

Your device’s battery could even last longer.

their pocket and trigger one’s device to access malicious site
and have all kind of malware transfer to one’s device. Since

●

one is not asked to verify the transferring content, the content

When sharing something through NFC, make sure you
really trust the sender. A simple web link could be very

is transferred immediately or is opened directly.

harmful for your mobile device by giving complete

SC Leung, senior consultant of HKCERT said, there had

access for a hacker. This is even more important when

been overseas cases that criminals utilized NFC in hacking.

sharing files because everything you share though NFC is

For example, a mobile device with NFC turned on was

opened directly without confirmation.

planted malware. There were also cases in which the hackers

●

impersonate the NFC tags of smartposters. When a user

put the device in the pocket. As only after this all

directed to install a malware on to the device. So users must

incoming contents though NFC are blocked, and an

take precautions when using NFC technology.

unlocked NFC device will not ask for your confirmation.
●

Rooted mobile device can enable NFC even when
locked!

NFC Security Countermeasure
As mentioned by Mike Lo in the PISA event – NFC in

If you do want to keep NFC enabled, please make sure
the device is locked (press the power button) when you

checked in for a coupon on the smartposter, he might be
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If you won’t be using NFC, just turn if off in the Settings.

●

Just like the precaution in web site visits on the

Practice Seminar cum Workshop, some measures could be

computers or mobile devices, beware of scanning any

implemented to reduce the risks:

untrusted smartposter. But how to identify those
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malicious NFC posters?
●

To protect your mobile devices, you can use any of the protectors
shown by Alan Chung in the NFC Security in Practice Seminar
cum Workshop (Figure 3) to shield NFC tag or NFC transmitter
from external connections.

Otto Lee ■

Figure 3
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We Share. We Progress.

Wi-Fi security survey along tramway of Hong Kong Island
(2-Dec-2012)

The tramway Wi-Fi
security survey was a
joint project of PISA
and WTIA. The first
survey was conducted
in 2002 and this is the
11th anniversary of
the survey.
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Event
Snapshot
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Seminar: Security in the Amazon Web Services (AWS) Cloud
(10-Dec-2012)

Speaker:
Mr. Oyvind Roti,
Solution Architect of
Amazon Web Services
(AWS)

Seminar: Applying Big Data Technologies on Network & Information Security
(14-Dec-2012)

Speaker:
Mr. Ivan Ng,
Authorized Cloudera Trainer
and CEO of Lively Impact
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Inauguration ceremony of the (ISC)2 Hong Kong Chapter
@ Secure Hong Kong 2012 Conference.
(17-Dec-2012)

From left: Antony Ma (Chair, CSA Hong Kong & Macau Chapter), Frank Chow (Chair, PISA), Charles Mok (IT
Legislative Councilor), Victor Lam (DGCIO, HKSAR Government), Freddy Tan (Chairman, (ISC)2), Andy Ho (Chair,
(ISC)2 HK Chapter), SC Leung (Chair, ISOC HK)

Secure Hong Kong Conference 2012 attracted 200 participants.
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Workshop: IPv6 Sage Certification Training
(2-Mar-2013)

Speaker:
Mr. Samuel Li,
IPv6 Sage (Black Belt),
RackSpace Certified Cloud Expert,
Technical Director, BizSync Solutions Ltd

Seminar: Living and coping with Advanced Persistent Threats
(8-Jan-2013)

Speaker:
Mr. Vikalp Shrivastava,
Head of Security Solutions,
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Visit: Cloud e-Learning Pioneer - Salesian School
(19-Jan-2013)

潘樹康校長
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李安迪，電腦科主任
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Visit: Legislative Council and Sharing with Charles Mok
(9-Mar-2013)
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Seminar cum Workshop : Near Field Communication (NFC) Security
(23-Mar-2013)

Participants tested with their NFC enabled mobile
phones and NFC tags provided by PISA.

Speakers:
(From left) [PISA Mobile Security SIG members] Otto Lee, Alan Chung, Mike Lo,
Mr. Alex Kun (Product Development and Management, Wireless Business) ,
[PISA Mobile Security SIG members] Jim Shek, Billy Pang, Sang Young
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Professional Information Security Association
Vision
to be the prominent body of professional information security practitioners, and utilize expertise and

PISA

Successful Career

Be up-to-date and be more
competitive in the info-sec
community – line up yourself
with the resources you need
to expand your technical
competency and move
forward towards a more
successful career.

Many Ways

Networking

Continued Education

Enjoy networking and
collaboration opportunities with
other in-the-field security
professionals and exchange
technical information and ideas
for keeping your knowledge up
to date

Check out job listings
i nf o r m at ion p r o vi de d b y
members. Get information on
continuing education and
professional certification

Sharing of Information
Find out the solution to your
technical problems from our
email groups and connections
with our experienced members
and advisors.

Enjoy the discounted or free
admissions to association
activities - including seminars,
discussions, open forum, IT
related seminars and
conferences organized or
supported by the Association.

You Can Benefit

Membership
Information

Enquiry email:

Realize Your Potential

Professional Recognition

Develop your potentials and
capabilities in proposing and running project
groups such as Education Sector Security,
Mobile Security, Cloud Security,
Honeynet, Public Policy Committee and
others and enjoy the sense of achievement
and recognition of your potentials

Benefit from the immediate access
to professional recognition by
using post-nominal designation

Membership Requirements

membership@pisa.org.hk

Membership Annual
Type
Fee (HK$)

Membership

Full

500

Associate

300

Affiliate

300

Student

100

Application Form:
http://www.pisa.org.hk/
membership/member.htm

Code of Ethics:
http://www.pisa.org.hk/
ethics/ethics.htm
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Qualifications

Requirements
Relevant Experience

Recognized Degree in Computing
discipline, OR other appropriate
educational / professional qual.
Tertiary Education

3 years Info-Sec working experience

Interested in furthering any of the
objects of the society
Full-time student over 18 years old

Nil

Info-Sec related experience

Nil

Relevant computing experience (post-qualifications) will be counted, and the recognition of professional
examinations / membership is subject to the review of the Membership Committee.
All members must commit to the Code of Ethics of the Association, pay the required fees and abide by
the Constitution and Bylaws of the Association
An Organization for Information Security Professionals

